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Abstract 

In the area of Prague Castle there is already about 10 years of periodical measurement of 

the height changes in the buildings and structures being performed. The measurement 

method is precise levelling predominantly. Until now, these measurements have been 

evaluated only locally with respect to each building and its stability without an overall view 

of the situation of possible movements of individual parts of the surface Prague Castle. 

Whereas there are height shift of some points between epochs undoubtedly, a new and 

complete adjustment of each measured epoch and mutual assessment of changes between 

epochs using robust analysis was conducted. This comparison shows the relative movement 

of certain parts against another. The results are consistent with current knowledge of the 

geology in the area of the Prague Castle. 
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1. Introduction 

Prague Castle is one of the most important historical, political and tourist areas of the Czech 
Republic, since 1918 also the seat of the President of the Czech Republic. According to [1], the 
Prague Castle complex was created by sequential additions and renovations of the settlement 
founded in the 9th century. With its dimensions of 570 m length and 128 m width it is one of the 
largest castle in the world. It is considered to be not only symbol of the city, but also the Czech 
statehood. Historic buildings located in the area are however affected by the aging process and 
the effects of changes in the surroundings. In order to predict further developments in this area, 
the long term periodic measurements for determining the stability of historic buildings in the area 
of the Prague Castle are carried out. Geology in the area plays major role, according to [2] it was 
originally not complicated, but anthropogenic activities related to structural modifications of 
Hrad�any hill during the last centuries made it considerably more complicated. The bedrock of 
the area has been reworked and expanded by the fills of different origin. The first measuring was 
conducted by the Department of Special Geodesy in 1999, since then it is still ongoing and have 
been supported by several grants. The findings and conclusions of the measurements were 
summarized in [3]. These measurements were initially concentrated on the fault monitoring of 
individual buildings, and later connected via a network of reference points for both height 
measurements (precise levelling) and the position measurement. But because of this non-
systematic evolution of the measurement there are differences between epochs in configuration 
of the network and of monitored points, according to actual demand. So far these measurements 
were evaluated only locally with respect to each building and it’s stability without an overall view 
of the situation of possible movements of individual parts of the surface of the Prague Castle area. 
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A comprehensive evaluation of the height shifts is further discussed in this article.2. Geodetic 
measurements at Prague Castle  

Geodetic measurements were in the area of Prague Castle carried out in various range since its 
construction, but the periodic monitoring of selected historic buildings and slope stability is a 
matter of the last 10 years. There are changes monitored in tilt and relative height in individual 
buildings and areas. For analysis only height measurement was chosen. The reason for this 
decision is a very high and long-term achieved precision of 0.7 mm / km, also the high reliability 
and resistance of the method to systematic errors. Height measurements are almost entirely a 
matter of method levelling from the center with the addition of precise trigonometric method used 
to bridge the Jelení p�íkop (Deer Moat). Scheme of the performed measurements is on Figure 1. 
Measurements were conducted with use of the Zeiss Koni 007 instrument, and in the last two 
epochs the digital levelling instrument Trimble Dini 12T was used. 

Figure 1: Scheme of the height geodetic measurements in the Prague Castle area 

3. New calculation of epoch levelling measurements 

Overall, there were   18 epochs re-processed and re-adjusted, all of them measured between years 
2004 and 2012. Original intention of the measurements was not to carry out assessments, but 
monitoring of individual objects. Monitored objects changed during the years and in different 
epochs unequal sets of points were measured. Because of the relative solution of all monitoring, 
the measurement onto the stable points outside the Prague Castle area was not performed, and 
therefore none of the points can be considered to be stable. 

Processing was made with regard to these facts in epochs by the least squares adjustment, in the 
GNU Gama software (gama-local ver. 1.13, more in [4]). As the measured values served averaged 
height differences measured back and forth. The a priori standard deviation was chosen to be �0

= 0.7 mm, measurements were conducted predominantly by the Zeiss KoNi 007 instrument. 
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The results of the new adjustment are relative heights of points at each epoch. For further analysis, 
a standard deviation of height of one point is assumed to be �p = 0.36 mm as the average of 
standard deviations of all points in all epochs. To identify the shifts between the epochs, the height 
difference between the epochs should exceed �H = up��2��p = 1.0 mm for the 95% (up = 2) or 1.3 
mm for the probability of 99% (up = 2.5). 

4. Calculation of robust analysis 

The results of the adjustment are relative heights of points at each epoch. It is not possible to 
consider any of the points to be stable, therefore  the transformation with redundant measurements 
was chosen for the analysis and calculated with use of the robust estimation, which is highly 
resistant against the outlaying (here shifted) values. 

4.1 The basic principle of a robust calculation 

Robust adjustment methods are mostly based on the principle of maximum likelihood method and 
their basic property is (compared to in geodesy widely used the least squares method) high 
resistance against the influence (against) of outlying measurements. The principles and derivation 
of least squares and robust methods can be found in [5]. Most practically usable robust methods 
are based on adjusting of the weights in the calculation method of least squares (reweighting), 
such a calculation is then relatively easy. Methods are presented in [5] too. The calculation 
procedure of iterative adjustment is based on the assembly of normal equations in the form: 

l'PAPAdxA TT = ,         (1)

( ) l'PAPAAdx TT 1−
= ,       (2)

where A is Jacobi matrix, P diagonal matrix of weights (on the diagonal are measurements’ 
weights Pii = K/σi

2), dx increment vector of unknowns, l’ vector of reduced measurements.  

Robust weight change: 

( ) l'PWAPWAAdx TT 1−
= ,       (3) 

where robust weight change is determined by the equation: 

( )nwwwdiag ,...,, 21=W ; ( )iii vfw σ,= ,     (4) 

where corrections are determined by the equation 

l'Adxv −=  .         (5) 

Robust changes are derived from the standard deviations of measurement and corrections 
obtained in adjustment.  Various methods of calculating of the changes in weights can be used, 
derived on the basis of expected probability distribution of deviations from the normal 
distribution. Here it is worth mentioning Huber method (described in [5]). When creating a robust 
estimator Huber came out from the normal random variable distribution. His solution is based on 
the replacement of the edge parts of the normal probability distribution by the Laplace distribution 
(a special form of the exponential distribution), which leads to greater probability of outlaying 
measurement on the distribution’s edges.  

For purposes of the analysis, a L1 norm was used, which, as a function of the probability 
distribution, uses directly Laplace distribution, which has in comparison to a normal distribution 
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a greater probability of outlaying measurements occurrence. For homogeneous measurement 
(measurements with the same standard deviation) is a robust weight change given by the next 
function and there is no need to know the standard deviation. 

||/1 vwi =           (6) 

The calculation is done iteratively, corrections used to calculate robust weights’ changes are 
always used from a previous calculation. More to the calculation procedure is in [5]. 

4.2 The procedure of calculation using the L1 norm 

The individual epochs were adjusted and for determining the points, where between two epochs 
i, j were shifts, it is necessary to transform the matching points of the epoch j to epoch i. The 
equations of linear transformation: 

TMRXX ji += ,         (7)

where Xi, Xj are vector of the coordinates, M matrix of the scale coefficients, R rotation matrix, 
T translation vector. There is only a one-dimensional transformation (only heights) needed, scale 
between the epochs does not change and therefore the transformation equation for heights H
between epochs i and j degrades as follows: 

ji,ji THH +=  .        (8) 

When calculating the relationship between the two epochs, it is determined only by height shift 
Ti,j, and  there is the average height difference between the epochs: 
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Ideally, this shift will exactly suit to all points, though practically it does not, and therefore for 
every point n = 1 .. k can be calculated corrections: 

( )jijninn THHv ,,, +−=  .        (10) 

These corrections contain a component of measurement inaccuracy, and if there was a height 
change, this influence too. Mean as a method corresponds with the least squares method, and in 
the case of outlaying measurements, here shifted points, fails to give proper results. For these 
reasons, it is advisable to use a robust method, which does not have such a property. The height 
difference between the two epochs is determined by an iterative calculation of the weighted 
average, where the weights are calculated on the basis of corrections from previous calculation 
(m-th iteration). 
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The individual epochs were not measured at regular time intervals and also measured points 
changed, so  the procedure has been used where at the selected epoch (namely 10) were  gradually 
transformed all the others. As the reference epoch was chosen epoch 10, because most points were 
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measured in this epoch, both in initial and especially in the terminal epochs. The calculated shift 
Ti, j is not important, significant are individual corrections signalling shifts of the point between 
the epochs. 

4.3 Calculation results 

The calculation results are determined corrections after the transformation, which can be 
interpreted as deviations of individual points from the common state from a common level.  

Figure 2: Example of the relative points’ shifts 

When plotted on a graph, these corrections can give an idea of the movement of individual point 
between epochs. Because of the large number of points it is not possible to show all of it, an 
example is on the Figure 2. Zero shift means, that point was not measured in the epoch. On 
Figure 2 there are characteristic points marked by the arrow characterizing its’ relative shift, grey 
dots marks points considered to be stable. 

Figure 3: Relative points shifts 
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5. Conclusions 

As a result of the new evaluation of the deformation measurements at the Prague Castle, the 
scheme of relative shift points was created, which is shown in Figure 2.  A new methodology was 
used for processing the results, which involves the use of robust estimation, namely the L1 norm. 
The results are consistent with observed phenomena in the field and so the presented methodology 
can be considered to be appropriate. 
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